IHC Rules On Ripoffs; Takes ‘Harder Line’
by Shmuel Schmuckputz

The IRC has come up with the following policy concerning food service: Ripping off food service in the long run tips off students, which the IRC will not stand for. Whatever steps necessary will be taken and as many cases as have to be heard will be heard in order to insure that students will not take unfair advantage of other students through food service. Many of the agreements reached with food service are dependent on the promised cooperation between them and the students. The IRC will not allow this cooperation to be endangered. If after hearing a case of an alleged ripoff, the IRC decides that some punishment is desirable, it can recommend to Dirty Dave that the individual concerned be fined $5. However, such stronger penalties can be meted out if deemed necessary.

IHC Rules On Ripoffs; Takes ‘Harder Line’

Some students appear to have a problem with the honor system in those shady areas where the ripoffs and rotation violations, for example, both indirectly take a problem with the honor system students, which the IRC will not allow this to continue. If the student concerned be fined $5. However, such stronger penalties can be meted out if deemed necessary.

The main objective is to advance the preparation of the students, explained the director, Lee Browne, “however, there is also some remedial tutoring and counseling on college entrance exams.” The program gives local secondary students—students who would not normally show up at Tech events—a chance to interact with the Caltech community and (vice-versa). It also gives those young pupils a chance to determine if they have an interest in science or engineering, and if so, whether or not Caltech would be a suitable institution to develop such an interest.

Satuday School Rides Again
by David Angulo

Many Caltech students know that there exists a program called the Saturday School Science Project but few are aware of its impact on the surrounding communities. As the Tech photographer noted, “This is surprising. I come here expecting to photograph about 15 students and I find the cafeteria filled with over 300 people.”

Now in its sixth season, the Saturday program is offering approximately 30 classes ranging from math, physics and chemistry to such things as computers, astronomy, medical science and ornithography. The majority of the students are seventh, eighth and ninth graders but a few high school juniors and seniors are enrolled.

News Briefs

As The Little Box Above Says...

Due to the generosity of Joster’s Yearbooks, the Tech office is currently wallowing in three dozen crates full of 1974 Big 7’s. All upperclassmen are cordially invited to come on over and get theirs before we decide to raise the price. This offer is limited, as all stock will be disposed of immediately after the first football victory.

Christian Fellowship

The Caltech Christian Fellowship is getting together in the Winnett Lounge each Monday night from 9:40 to 10:40. Welcome all Christians and anyone else who is interested. For more information, contact Eric Hansen in 1 Blacker (449-9545).

Did You Read The Fine Print?

Like it says on the bottom of your temporary ID, the permanent ones are available after Oct. 18. Don’t forget to pick up yours at the Registrar’s office.

Come Watch Cosmic Stink

There will be a naval miniatures simulation game in Dabney Hall lounge this Saturday night at 7:30. Bring your own torpedoes.

Take a Seat

Sit on Your Grass

You Noon Concert today on the plaza, featuring sophas Bill Dowler and Jim Brubaker. Bring your own lunch.

GRE’s Force

No Homecoming

Today’s football game against Arana-Pacific has been cancelled. In consolation, there will be a scrimmage against grad students at 3 p.m. behind the gym.

Bright Colored Lights And Electric Effects Star At Art Gallery

“A California Turn On: Electric and Kinetic Art’” is the theme of an unusual new art show now on exhibit at Caltech’s Baxter Art Gallery. The gallery will be open noon to 5 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday until November 10.

The exhibit features a variety of works, including art using lasers, holograms, neon tubing, colored lights, as well as wooden and metal sculptures that can be set in motion to achieve artistic and humorous effects. One delightful example is a Rube Goldberg device resting on the bell of a tuba and propelled by a small water wheel to produce a variety of percussion sounds.

The artists in the show vary from those of international reputation to persons less well known.

The artists, all of whom display engineering ingenuity, are Larry Albright, Anai, Carev-Durst, Robert Gilbert, Loretta Keller, Charles Oldenburg, Charles Prentiss, William Ransom, Serrano, Jean Tinguely, and Stewart Ziff.

UPPER-CLASSMEN!!! Pick up your Big T Today!
Appreciating Music at Caltech

by Young-il Choo

Dabney Hall is the place where each Wednesday at 4:30 a group of people gather to listen to music and discuss its performance.

This Interpretable Performance Class is led by James Boyk, Caltech's own Artist-in-Residence, and is sponsored by the Master of the Student Houses. It is free and is open to all members of the Caltech community. Undergraduates are especially welcome.

What exactly is an Interpretable Performance Class? Primarily it is interested in the technique of making a performance successful. Through listening and critically discussing the piece being played, and each week, there is always some piece played on the piano, sometimes with other instruments.

On October 20th, there was an ensemble for violin and piano by Mozart followed by an interesting discussion on how the performances manage to stay in step even though they may have never played together before. This Wednesday James Boyk played several piano compositions by Beethoven which are not widely known and the group talked about the emotional content of the pieces played.

For the most part then the Class is for serious music appreciation. But as James Boyk himself noted, the subject matter which is discussed is wholly up to the people who are there. Some topics more generally inclined include the construction of the piano and singing the themes of the piece you are playing. (Did you know that there is a force of 25 tons on a piano wire?)

Now, a little about James Boyk. He was graduated from Harvard and received a BA in Math in 1965. Later he obtained his Master of Fine Arts from Cal Arts where he also taught composers in music hearing the titles "The Languages of Music" and "Analyzing Music". Recently he, and latter he brought together the theory of composition and actual practice, making no distinction between theory and practice.

Each Wednesday James Boyk is on campus giving private piano lessons as well as the Interpretable Class in the afternoon. He is also willing to come to any Student House that requests him and give informal evening concerts. For the person interested in going a little deeper into music and willing to do some reading he has printed a list of books and brief descriptions of them which can be found at the bookcase, as well as the books on the list.

Interested? Come to Dabney Hall on Wednesday or call James Boyk (213) 393-5766.

ASCIT of Beauty

Secretary Sign-ups Close Today

by Dick Beauty

There came a time last Friday when Winnett Lounge gave birth to an ASCIT BOD meeting. The great constellations of McLeod, Frisch, Beauty, Piatruca, Anderson, and Shiller came together in triumph and joy to the event. (The fallen star of Kleckner had not yet risen.)

The mighty but humble rulers of ASCIT's moles of cosmic dollars noted that as yet only one brave soul stood forth for Secretary; a Marie Bell. Courageous citizens have until 5:00 p.m. today to nominate their choice in the service of ASCIT, in the post of Secretary.

"Tis a Far, Far...

The fallen star, from the depths of IHC, proclaimed no increase in royalty of the Interhouse Festival, scheduled for two fortnights and a week hence. The secret weekly council of the IHC was revealed to be on Wednesday at 10:30 after sunset in the Y Lounge.

Y menvolent Shiller came forth with the economical suggestion of eliminating dominants at BOD meetings; this heretical attack on such holy objects brought immediate condemnation and threat of suspending BOD duties.

The vassals of Lord ASCIT will cast votes for Secretary in fourteen days; another secret council meeting was breached; the Social Committee engages in peevish and witty debate every Tuesday at 10:30 in the even in Cloister One.

Oppressed serfs may rise up in the cause of Gameroom Chairman and Student Garage Troll by signing the door for Flora's door for your refund. At the same time you may request to cancel your order for the 1975 Big T.

Help...

Better Thing I Do

Louis Frischy of the Teachy of Academia proclaimed that next year's candidates for the Teachy will be interrogated by members of the Admissions Committee; this break from last year's progressive reforms was hailed as yet another fine return to the longlost days of old, when men were indeed men and other wind still ravaged the earth.

And thus it grew late, and the cosmic forces holding together the venerable council began to dissolve. Rather than face ignominious dissociation, the great BOD decided to adjourn before further disgrace. Fear not, my children, for again the constellations will align, today at three hours past noon, to again direct the cosmic business of ASCIT.

Refunds

If you do not wish to be a member of ASCIT you must sign the sheet on Flora's door for your refund. At the same time you may request to cancel your order for the 1975 Big T.

Next Week:

Who is Harry Kellerman...
Another Trustee Joins Fold

Caltech has a new trustee, by the name of Stanley R. Rawn, Jr. The election of the oil company executive to the Board of Trustees was announced recently by President Brown.

Rawn, chairman of the board of Pan Ocean Oil Corp., of New York, is a Caltech alumnus and has been active in Institute affairs for many years. He is a member of the Associates of Caltech.

Born in Duluth, Minn., Rawn obtained a bachelor of science degree in chemistry in 1952 at Tech, and a Master’s in chemical engineering in 1953.

He worked as a research engineer for Chevron Research Corp., at La Habra, Calif., and then as a vice president of Deerfield Oil Corp., at Houston and in Kansas.

In 1964 he joined Pioneer Lands Corp., of New York City as vice president, and in 1968 organized and became board chairman of Pan Ocean Oil.

Rawn, with his wife, Barbara, and three children, live in Cov. Cob., Conn., which apparently really exists.

Answers:

1. Deerfield Oil Corp., at Houston.
2. An ITM.
3. This is an ANIMAL.
4. In Africa.
5. TV Fran.
6. In every Wednesday which are counties, really, Tulsa), Tennessee (Memphis, incident-
7. From guessing these-especially Omaha—but TO.
8. Friday, October 25, 1974
9. The election of the oil company executive to the Board of Trustees was announced recently by President Brown.
10. As vice president, and in 1968 organized and became board chairman of Pan Ocean Oil.

Students will be admitted free on Sunday October 27 to the Autumn Championships of California Thoroughbred racing.

Just show your valid student identification card at the gate for free General Admission on Sunday, October 27.

• Special activities in the infield, including The Wine Shed
• And, the excitement of Thoroughbred racing

NOW LOCATED AT OUR NEW LOCATION
964 E. Colorado (at Mentor)

The Original
VENUS
adult theater
DAILY 11 a.m. to 1 a.m.
SUNDAY 12 noon to midnight
X Rated
No One Under 18
Admitted

Now Showing:
“Hawaiian Graffiti”
Also playing:
“Snowman”

A completely new show every Wednesday
Special Caltech student rate
$3.50 with this ad
964 E. Colorado Blvd. Pasadena
FOR AN EROTIC MESSAGE CALL 796-8118

OAK TREE MEET
SANTA ANA MARKET
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The Caltech soccer team invented a new rallying cry, that together with some fine playing, has produced the first two game winning streak in four years. Last Saturday the team traveled to La Verne to collect a 2-1 win, and on Wednesday they overcame LIFC Bible College 1-0.

For the La Verne game, no one on the team had more than five hours sleep, except starters John Dilles and Jim Hickey who were busy playing with rocks on a Geology field trip. They were even so sleepy that they were unable to pronounce "Caltech," which sounded more like "Wannoe." Thus the opening cry was "Go Wannoe!"

Illegal Use of Hands

Most of the first half was scoreless, with Tech missing many shots by inches. But, alas for La Verne, one of their fullbacks carelessly used his hands, giving the Beavers a penalty kick. Alaudin Bhanji smashed the ball into the net to give Tech a 1-0 lead at halftime.

In the second half the Caltech shooting average was still at a low. La Verne had a corner kick about 15 minutes into the half, which Tech forward Pete Groom headed in to tie the score. About five minutes later he produced the winning goal for Tech off a long downfield kick by goalie Steve Timbringer. For this goal Groom used his same crafty style that marked last year's win over La Verne.

And if Saturday's shooting was poor, last Wednesday's shooting was horrible. Tech's offense penetrated LIFC several times, with the shots always missing. The Beaver defense was strong, so that the score was still 0:0 after 25 minutes in the second half, at which time a LIFC fullback handled the ball. That time Bhanji missed, however, proving what could have been Tech's best chance.

Tech was given a reprieve when the same LIFC fullback again blatantly handled the ball. This time Jim Hickey took the penalty kick. He, too, missed. However, this time the LIFC goalie had moved before the ball was kicked. Hickey kicked his second attempt into the goal for the win. This, incidentally, gives Tech a 50% average on penalty kicks.

Today Tech goes to Oxy to average a 4-3 loss earlier in the season. Tomorrow it's the Caltech Basrity Bears vs the Caltech Grad Turkeys at 10:00a.m.
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